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1. Abstract

This paper introduces a technique, called resynchronization, for reducing synchronization

overheadin embedded multiprocessorimplementations. The technique exploits the well-known

observation [35] that in a given multiprocessor implementation, certain synchronization opera

tions may be redundant in the sense thattheir associated sequencing requirements are ensured by

other synchronizations in the system. The goal ofresynchronization is to introduce new synchro

nizations in such away that the numberofadditional synchronizations that become redundant

exceedsthe numberofnew synchronizations thatare added, and thus the net synchronization cost

is reduced.

Our study is based in the contextofself-timed execution of iterative dataflow programs.

An iterative dataflow program consists of a dataflow representation ofthe body ofaloopthatis to

be iterated infinitely; dataflow programming in this form has beenemployed extensively, particu

larly in the contextof software for digital signal processing applications. Self-timed execution

refers to a combined compile-time/run-time scheduling strategy in which processors synchronize

with one another only basedon inter-processor communication requirements, andthus, synchro

nizationof processors at the end of each loop iteration does not generally occur.

After reviewing ourmodel forthe analysis of synchronization overhead, we define the

general form of our resynchronization problem; we show that optimal resynchronization is intrac

table by establishing a correspondence to the set coveringproblem; and based on this correspon

dence, we develop an efficient heuristic for resynchronization. Also, we show that for a broad

class of iterative dataflow graphs, optimal ^synchronizations canbe computed by means of an

efficient polynomial-time algorithm. We demonstrate the utility of our resynchronizationtech-
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niques through a practicalexample ofa music synthesis system.

2. Introduction

This paper develops a technique called resynchronization for reducing the rate at which

synchronization operations must be performed in a shared memory multiprocessor system.

Resynchronization is based on the concept that there canbe redundancy in the synchronization

functions ofa given multiprocessorimplementation [35]. Such redundancy arises whenever the

objective ofone synchronization operation is guaranteed asa side effect ofother synchronizations

in the system. In the context ofnoniterative execution, Shaffer showed that the amount ofrun

time overhead required for synchronizationcanbe reduced significantlyby detecting redundant

synchronizations and implementing only those synchronizations that are found not to be redun

dant; an efficient, optimal algorithm was alsoproposed forthis purpose [35], andthis algorithm

was subsequently extended to handle iterative computations [5].

The objective ofresynchronizationis to introducenew synchronizations in such a way

that the number of original synchronizationsthat consequently become redundantis significantly

less than number ofnew synchronizations. We study this problemin the context of self-timed

execution of iterative synchronous dataflows (SDF) programs. An iterative dataflow program

consists ofa dataflow representation ofthe body of a loop that is to be iteratedinfinitely; SDF

programming in this form has provento be auseful model for representing a significantclass of

digital signal processing(DSP) algorithms, andit hasbeen used as the foundation for numerous

DSP design environments, in which DSPapplications are represented as hierarchies ofblock dia

grams. Examples of commercialtools that employ SDFarethe Signal Processing Worksystem

(SPW) by Cadence, COSSAP by Synopsys, andVirtuoso Synchro by Eonic Systems. Research

tools developed atuniversities that use SDF and relatedmodels include DESCARTES [33],

GRAPE [20], Ptolemy [10], and the Warp compiler [31]. A wide variety of techniques have been

developed to schedule SDF programs for efficient multiprocessor implementation, such as those

described in [1, 2, 11,15,16,24, 28,31,36,38]. The techniques developed in this paper can be



used asa post-processing step to improve theperformance of implementations thatuse any of

these scheduling techniques.

In SDF, a program is represented as a directed graph in whichvertices (actors) represent

computational tasks, edges specify data dependences, and thenumber ofdata values (tokens) pro

ducedand consumed by each actor is fixed. Thisform of "synchrony" shouldnot be confused

withthe use of "synchronous" in synchronous languages [3]. Thetask represented by an actor can

be of arbitrary complexity. In DSP design environments, it typically ranges in complexity from a

basicoperation such as addition or subtraction to a signal processing subsystem suchas anFFT

unit or an adaptive filter.

EachSDF edge has associated a non-negative integer delay. These delays represent initial

tokens, andspecify dependencies between iterations ofactors in iterative execution. Forexample,

if tokens produced bythe kih. invocation ofactor A are consumed bythe (k+ 2)th invocation of

actorB, then the edge (A, B) contains two delays. We assume that the input SDF graph is homo

geneous, which means thatthenumbers oftokens produced and consumed areidentically unity.

However, since efficient techniques have beendeveloped to convertgeneral SDF graphsinto

homogeneous graphs [22], ourtechniques can easily beadapted to general SDF graphs. We refer

to a homogeneous SDF graph as a dataflow graph (DFG).

Our implementation model involves a self-timed scheduling strategy [23]. Each processor

executes the tasks assigned to it in a fixed orderthat is specified at compiletime.Before firing an

actor, a processorwaits for the dataneeded by that actorto becomeavailable. Thus,processors

are required to perform run-time synchronization when they communicate data. Thisprovides

robustness when the execution times of tasks are not known precisely or when then they may

exhibit occasional deviations from their estimates.

Interprocessor communication (IPC) between processors is assumedto take place through

sharedmemory, which couldbe global memory between all processors, or it couldbe distributed

betweenpairs of processors(for example, hardware first-in-first-out (FIFO) queuesor dual ported

memory). Sender-receiver synchronization is performed by settingand testingflagsin shared



memory; Section 4.2 provides details on the assumed synchronization protocols. Interfaces

between hardware and software are typically implemented using memory-mapped registers in the

address space of the programmable processor, which can be viewed as a kind of shared memory,

and synchronization is achieved using flags that can be tested and set by the programmable com

ponent, and the same can be done by an interface controller on the hardware side [17]. Thus, in

our context, effective resynchronization results in a significantly reduced rate of accesses to

shared memory for the purpose of synchronization.

The resynchronization techniques developed in this paper are designed to improve the

throughput of multiprocessor implementations. Frequently in real-time signal processing systems,

latency is also an important issue, and although resynchronization improves the throughput, it

generally degrades (increases) the latency. In this paper, we address the problem of resynchroni

zation under the assumption that an arbitrary increase in latency is acceptable. Such a scenario

arises, for example, in a wide variety of simulation applications. The companion paper [8] exam

ines the relationship between resynchronization and latency, and addresses the problem of opti

mal resynchronization when only a limited increase in latency is tolerable. Partial summaries of

the material in this paper and the companionpaper have been presented in [9] and [4], respec

tively.

3. Background

We represent a DFG by an ordered pair (V, E), where V is the set of vertices (actors) and

E is the set of edges. We refer to the source and sink actors of a DFG edge e by src(e) and

snk(e), we denote the delay on e by delay(e), and we frequently represent e by the ordered pair

(src(e), snk(e)). We say that e is an output edge of src(e), and that e is an input edge of

snk(e). Edge e is delayless if delay(e) = 0, and it is a self loop if src(e) = snk(e).

Given x,y e V, we say that x is a predecessor of y if there exists e e E such that

src(e) = x and snk(e) = y; we say that x is a successor of y ]fy is a predecessor of x. A

path in (V, E) is a finite, nonempty sequence (eve2, ...,en), where each ei is a member of E,



and snk(ex) = src(e2), snk(e2) = src(e3),..., snk(en_1) = src(en). We say that the path

p = (gj,e2,..., en) contains each et and each contiguous subsequence of (ev e2, ...,en);p is

directed from src(ex) to snk(en); andeach member of

{src(ex), src(e2\..., src(en), snk(e„)}

is traversed by p. Apaththatis directed from some vertex to itselfis called a cycle, anda simple

cycle is a cycleof whichno propersubsequence is a cycle.

If (pvp2,...,/fy) isafinite sequence ofpaths such that pt = {et v et 2, •..,et n), for

1£ / £ At, and sw^e,- „) = .src^,. +1 j), for 1£ i»^ (k-1), then we define the concatenation of

(PvPi> —>Pk) >denoted ((pvp2, ...,/>*)>,by

Clearly, <(pvp2,...,/?p) isa path from src^ j) to 5w^(e^ „p.

Ifp = (elf e2,..., eM) isapath inaDFG, then we define the path delay ofp, denoted

Delay(p), by

n

Itetoj'tP) = £ <&%(*/) • 0)
i = i

Since the delays onallDFG edges arerestricted tobenon-negative, it is easily seen thatbetween

any two vertices x,y € V, either there is nopath directed from x to y, or there exists a (notnec

essarily unique) minimum-delay pathbetween x and y. Given a DFG G, and vertices x,y in

G, wedefine pG(x, .y) tobeequal to » if there is no path from x toy, and equal to thepath

delay ofa minimum-delay path from x toy if there exist one ormore paths from x to y. If G is

understood, then we may dropthe subscript and simply write"p " in place of "pG".

By a subgraph of (V, E), we mean thedirected graph formed by any V c V together

withthe set of edges {e € E\src(e), snk(e)e V) .We denote the subgraph associated with the

vertex-subset V by subgraph(V).Wesay that (V, E) is strongly connected if for eachpairof

distinctvertices x,y, there is a path directed from x to y andthere is a path directedfrom y to x.

We say that a subset V £ V is strongly connectedif subgraph(V) is strongly connected.A



strongly connected component (SCC) of (V,E) is a strongly connected subset V Q V such that

no strongly connected subset of V properly contains V.lfV is an SCC, then when there is no

ambiguity, we may also say that subgraph(V) is an SCC. If Cj and C2 are distinct SCCs in

(V, E), we saythat C1 is a predecessor SCC of C2 if there is an edgedirected from somevertex

in Cj to some vertex in C2; C1 is a successor SCC of C2 if C2 is a predecessor SCCof Cj. An

SCC is a source SCC if it has no predecessor SCC; an SCC is a sink SCC if it has no successor

SCC; and an SCC is an internal SCC if it is neither a source SCC nor a sink SCC. An edge is a

feedforward edge if it is not contained in an SCC, or equivalently, if it is not contained in a cycle;

an edge that is contained in at least one cycle is called a feedback edge.

We denote the number of elements in a finite set S by \S\.

4. Synchronization model

In this section, we review the model that we use for analyzing synchronization in self-

timed multiprocessor systems. The model was originally developed in [37] to study the execution

and interprocessorcommunication patterns of actors under self-timed evolution, and in [6], the

model was augmented for the analysis of synchronization overhead.

A DFG representation of an application is called an application DFG. For each task v in

a given application DFG G, we assume that an estimate /(v) (a positiveinteger) of the execution

time is available. Given a multiprocessor schedule for G, we derive a data structure called the

IPC graph, denoted Gipc, by instantiating avertex for each task, connecting an edge from each

task to the task that succeedsit on the sameprocessor, and adding an edge that has unit delayfrom

the last task on each processor to the first task on the same processor. Also, for each edge (x,y) in

G that connects tasks thatexecute on different processors, anIPC edge is instantiated in Gipc

from x to y. Figure 1(c) shows the IPC graph that corresponds to the application DFG of Figure

1(a) and the processor assignment / actor ordering of Figure 1(b).

Each edge [v* v;) in Gipc represents the synchronization constraint



start(vit k) Zend(vJt k- delay((Vj, v,))), (2)

where start(v, k) and end(v, k) respectively represent thetimeat which invocation k of actor v

begins execution and completes execution.

4.1 The synchronization graph

Initially, an IPC edge in Gipc represents two functions: reading and writing oftokens into

thecorresponding buffer, and synchronization between thesender and thereceiver. To differenti

ate thesefunctions, we define another graph called the synchronizationgraph, in whichedges

between tasksassigned to different processors, called synchronization edges, represent synchro

nization constraints only.

Initially, the synchronization graph is identical to Gipc. However, resynchronization mod

ifies thesynchronization graph byadding and deleting synchronization edges. After resynchroni

zation, the IPC edges in Gipc represent buffer activity, and are implemented as buffers in shared

memory, whereas thesynchronization edges represent synchronization constraints, and are imple

mented byupdating and testing flags in shared memory. If there is anIPC edge aswell as a syn

chronization edge between the same pairof actors, then thesynchronization protocol is executed

before the buffer corresponding to the IPC edge is accessed to ensure sender-receiver synchroni

zation. On the otherhand, if there is an IPC edgebetween two actors in the IPC graph, but there is

no synchronization edge between thetwo, then no synchronization needs to be done before

accessing the shared buffer. If there is a synchronization edge between twoactors but no IPC

edge, thenno shared buffer is allocated between thetwo actors; only the corresponding synchro

nization protocol is invoked.

4.2 Synchronization protocols

Given a synchronization graph (V, E), and a synchronization edgee € E, if e is a feed

forward edge thenwe apply a synchronization protocol called feedforward synchronization

(FFS),whichguarantees that snk(e) neverattempts to readdatafrom an empty buffer(toprevent



underflow), and src(e) never attemptsto write data into the bufferunless the numberof tokens

already in the buffer is less than somepre-specified limit, whichis the amountofmemory allo

cated to that buffer (to prevent overflow). This involvesmaintaining a count of the number of

tokenscurrentlyin the bufferin a shared memory location. This countmustbe examinedand

updated by each invocation of src(e) and snk(e).

If e is a feedback edge, then we use a more efficient protocol, called feedback synchroni

zation (FBS), that onlyexplicitly ensures thatunderflow doesnot occur. Sucha simplified proto

col is possiblebecauseeachfeedback edgehasa buffer requirement that is bounded by a constant,

called the self-timed buffer bound of the edge, which canbe computed efficiently from the syn

chronization graph topology [5]. In thisprotocol, we allocate a shared memory buffer of size

equal to the self-timed buffer bound of e, and rather than maintaining thetoken count in shared

memory, we maintain a copy of thewritepointer into thebuffer (ofthe source actor). After each

invocation of src(e), thewritepointer is updated locally (ontheprocessor thatexecutes src(e)),

and the new value is written to shared memory. It is easily verified that to preventunderflow, it

suffices to block eachinvocation of the sinkactoruntil thereadpointer (maintained locallyon the

processor that executes snk(e)) is found tobenotequal to thecurrent value of thewrite pointer.

For a more detailed discussion of the FFS and FBS protocols, the reader is referred to [6].

Animportant parameter in animplementation ofFFS orFBS is theback-off time Tb. If a

receiving processor finds thatthecorresponding IPC buffer is full, then theprocessor releases the

shared memory bus, and waits Tb time units before requesting thebus again tore-check theshared

memory synchronization variable. Similarly, a sending processor waits Tb timeunitsbetween

successive accesses of the samesynchronization variable. Theback-offtime can be selected

experimentally by simulating the execution ofthegiven synchronization graph(withthe available

execution time estimates) over a wide rangeof candidate back-offtimes, and selecting the back

off time that yields the highest simulated throughput.



4.3 Estimated throughput

If the execution time ofeach actor v is a fixed constant t*(v) for all invocations of v, and

thetimerequired for IPC is ignored (assumed tobe zero), then as aconsequence of Reiter's anal

ysis in [32], the throughput (number of DFG iterations per unit time) of a synchronization graph

G is givenby l/(A,WflX(G)), where

^maJS*) =
max

cycle C in G
veC

DelayiC)
(3)

The quotient in (3) is called thecycle mean of thecycle C, and theentire quantity onthe

RHS of (3) is called themaximum cycle mean of G. A cycle in G whose cycle mean is equal to

the maximumcyclemeanof G is called acritical cycleof G. Since in ourproblem context, we

only have execution timeestimates available instead of exact values, we replace t*(v) withthe

corresponding estimate t(v) in (3) to obtain an estimate of the maximum cycle mean. The recip

rocal of thisestimate ofthemaximum cycle mean is called the estimated throughput. The objec

tive of resynchronization is to increase theactual throughput by reducing therate atwhich

synchronization operations mustbe performed, while making sure that theestimated throughput

is not degraded.

4.4 Preservation of synchronization graphs

Any transformation thatwe perform onthe synchronization graph mustrespect the syn

chronization constraints implied by Gipc. Ifwe ensure this, then we only need to implement the

synchronization edges ofthe optimizedsynchronization graph. If G1 = (V,EX) and

G2 = (V,E2) are synchronization graphs with the same vertex-set and the same setof intrapro-

cessor edges (edges thatare not synchronization edges), we say that Gx preserves G2 if for all

e € E2 such that e g Ex, wehave pGx{src{e), snk(e)) £ delay(e).

The following theorem, which is developed in [6], underlies the validity of our synchroni

zation optimizations.



Theorem 1: The synchronization constraints (as specified by (2)) of Gj imply the constraints

of G2 if Gj preserves G2.

Intuitively, Theorem 1is truebecause if Gx preserves G2, then for every synchronization

edge e in G2, there is a path in Gl that enforces the synchronization constraint specified by e.

A synchronization edge is redundant in a synchronization graph G if its removal yields a

graph that preserves G. For example, in Figure 1(c), the synchronization edge (C, F) is redun

dant due to the path ((C, E), (E, D), (D, F)). In [5], it is shown that if all redundantedges in a

synchronization graph are removed, then the resulting graph preserves the original synchroniza

tion graph.

5. Related work

Shaffer has developed an algorithm that removes redundant synchronizations in the self-

timed execution of a non-iterativeDFG [35]. This techniquewas subsequently extended to handle

iterative execution and DFG edges that have delay [5]. These approaches differ from the tech

niques of this paper in that they only consider the redundancy induced by the original synchroni

zations; they do not consider the addition of new synchronizations.

Filo, Ku and De Micheli have studied synchronization rearrangement in the context of

minimizingthe controller areafor hardware synthesis of synchronization digital circuitry [13, 14],

and significant differences in the underlying analytical models prevent these techniques from

applyingto our context. In the graphical hardware model of [14], called the constraint graph

model, each vertex corresponds to a separate hardware deviceand edges have arbitrary weights

(b)

Processor Actor ordering

Proc. 1 B,D,F

Proc. 2 A,C, E

Figure 1. Part (c) shows the IPC graph that corresponds to the DFG of part (a) and the proces
sor assignment / actor ordering of part (b). A "D" on top of an edge represents a unit delay.
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that specify sequencing constraints. When the source vertex has bounded execution time, aposi

tive weight w (e) (forwardconstraint) imposes the constraint

start(snk(e))^w(e) + start(src(e)),

while anegativeweight (backward constraint) implies

start(snk(e)) <w(e) + start(src(e)).

If the source vertex hasunbounded execution time, the forward andbackward constraints are rel

ative tothecompletion timeof the source vertex. In contrast, inour synchronization graph model,

multiple actors can reside onthesame processing element (implying zero synchronization cost

between them), and the timing constraints always correspond to the case where w(e) is positive

and equal to the executiontime of src(e).

The implementation models, and associated implementation cost functions are also signif

icantly different. A constraint graph isimplemented using ascheduling technique called relative

scheduling [19], which can roughly beviewed as intermediate between self-timed and fully-static

scheduling. In relative scheduling, the constraint graph vertices that have unbounded execution

time, called anchors, are used as reference points against which all other vertices are scheduled:

for each vertex v, an offset /} is specified for each anchor at that affects the activation of v, and

v is scheduled to occur once ft clock cycles have elapsed from the completion of at, for each /.

Intheimplementation of arelative schedule, each anchor has attached control circuitry

thatgenerates offset signals, and each vertexhasa synchronization circuit thatasserts anactivate

signal when all relevant offset signals are present The resynchronization optimization is driven

by acost function that estimates the total area of the synchronization circuitry, where theoffset

circuitry area estimate for an anchor isa function ofthe maximum offset, and the synchronization

circuitry estimate for avertex isa function ofthe number of offset signals that must bemonitored.

As a resultofthe significant differences in boththe scheduling models andthe implemen

tation models, the techniques developed for resynchronizing constraint graphs donot extendin

any straightforward manner to the resynchronization of synchronization graphs for self-timed

multiprocessor implementation, and the solutions thatwe havedeveloped for synchronization
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graphs aresignificantly different in structure from those reported in [14]. Forexample, the funda

mental relationships that we establish between set covering and ouruse ofresynchronization have

not emerged in the context of constraint graphs.

6. Resynchronization

We refer to the process ofadding one or more new synchronization edges and removing

the redundantedges that result as resynchronization (definedmore preciselybelow). Figure 2(a)

illustrates how this conceptcanbe used to reduce the total numberofsynchronizations in a multi

processor implementation. Here, the dashed edgesrepresent synchronization edges. Observe that

ifwe insert the new synchronization edge d0(C, H), then two of the original synchronization

edges — (B, G) and (E, J) — become redundant. Since redundant synchronization edges canbe

removed from the synchronizationgraph to yield anequivalentsynchronization graph, we see that

the net effect of adding the synchronization edge d0(C, H) is to reduce the number of synchroni

zation edges that need to be implemented by 1. In Figure 2(b), we show the synchronization

graph that results from inserting the resynchronization edge d0(C,H) intoFigure 2(a), and then

removing the redundant synchronization edges that result.

Definition 1 gives a formal definitionofresynchronization thatwe will use throughoutthe

h>--KT>*h£) (^rP"*<^^)
(a) O)

Figure 2. An example of resynchronization.
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remainder of this paper. This considers resynchronization only "across" feedforward edges.

Resynchronization that includes inserting edges into SCCs, is alsopossible; however, in general,

such resynchronization may increasethe estimated throughput (see Theorem 2 at the end of Sec

tion 7). Thus, for our objectives, it must be verified that eachnew synchronization edge intro

duced in an SCC does not decrease the estimated throughput. To avoid this complication, which

requires a check of significant complexity (0(| V\ |£|log2(| V\)), where (V, E) is themodified

synchronization graph— this is usingthe Bellman Ford algorithm described in [21])/or each

candidate resynchronization edge, we focus only on "feedforward" resynchronization in this

paper. Future research will address combining the insights developed here for feedforward resyn

chronization with efficient techniques to estimate the impactthat a givenfeedback resynchroniza

tion edge has on the estimated throughput.

Definition 1: Suppose that G = (V, E) is a synchronization graph, and F={ev e2, ...,en} is

the set of all feedforward edges in G. A resynchronization of G is a finite set

R= {el', e2', ..., em'} ofedges that are not necessarily contained in E, but whose source and

sink vertices are in V, such thata) ex\ e2',..., em' are feedforward edges in the DFG

G* = (V, ((E-F) +R)); mdb) G* preserves G —thatis, pG#(5rc(e/), snk{et)) < delay{et)

for all /' e {1,2,..., n}. Each memberof R that is not in E is called a resynchronization edge

of the resynchronization R, G* is called the resynchronized graph associated with R, and this

graph is denoted by ^{R, G).

If we let G denote the graph in Figure 2, then the set of feedforward edges is

F = {(B, G), (£, J), (E, C), (H,I)};R = {d0(C, H), (E, C), (H, /)} is a resynchronization of

G; Figure2(b) shows the DFG G* = (V, ((E - F) +R)); andfrom Figure2(b), it is easily veri

fied that F, R, and G* satisfy conditions (a) and (b) of Definition 1.

7. Properties of resynchronization
mmwm>mmm*m

In this section, we introduce a number of useful properties of resynchronization that we

will apply throughout the developments of this paper.
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Lemma 1: Suppose that G and G' are synchronization graphs such that G' preserves G, and

p is a path in G from actor x to actory. Thenthereis a path/?' in G' from x to y suchthat

Delay{p') < Delay(p), and rr(p) £ tr(pr), where /r(q>) denotes the setof actors traversed by

the path <p.

Thus, if a synchronization graph G' preserves another synchronization graph G and p is

a path in G from actor x to actory, then thereis at leastonepathpf in G' suchthat 1) the path

p' is directed from x to j>; 2) the cumulative delay on /?' does not exceed the cumulative delay

onp; and3) every actor that is traversed byp is also traversed byp' (although p' may traverse

one or more actors that are not traversed by p).

For example in Figure2(a), if we let x = B,y = I, andp = ((2?, G), (G,H), (H,I)),

then the path p' = ((£, A), (A, C), (C, #), (#, G), (G, H), (H, /)) in Figure2(b) confirms

Lemma 1 for this example. Here tr(p) = {B, G,#, 7} and tr(p') = {^4,5, C, G,#, 7}.

ProofofLemma J: Let/? = («j, e2,..., en). By definition ofthepreserves relation, each ef that

is not a synchronization edge in G is contained in G'. Foreach ei thatis a synchronization edge

in G, there must bea path pt in G' from 5nc(e,) to 5/zfc(e,) such that Delay(p^ ^ delay(et).

Let e,., e,-,..., et ,il<i2<...< im, denote the set of et s that are synchronization edges in G,

and define the path p to be the concatenation

<(e1,e2>---»e/1-i)»/,i»(e/1 +^
Clearly, p is a pathin G' from x to.y, and since Delay(pf) < delay(et) holds whenever et is a

synchronization edge, it follows that Delay(p) £ Delay(p). Furthermore, from the construction

ofp, it is apparent that every actorthatis traversed byp is alsotraversed by p. QED.

Thefollowing lemma states thatif a resynchronization contains a resynchronization edge

e suchthat there is a delay-free path in the original synchronization graphfromthe sourceof e to

the sink of e, then e must be redundant in the resychronized graph.

Lemma 2: Suppose that G is a synchronization graph; R is a resynchronization of G; and

(x,y) is a resynchronization edge such thatpo(x,y) = 0. Then (x,y) is redundant in ^(R, G).
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Thus, a minimal resynchronization (fewestnumberof elements) has the property that

pG(x',y') > 0 foreach resynchronization edge (x',y').

Proof: Let/? denote a minimum-delay path from x toy in G. Since (x,y) is a resynchronization

edge, (*» y) is notcontained in G, and thus, /? traverses at leastthree actors. From Lemma 1,it

follows that there is a path /?' in *¥(R, G) from x to y suchthat Delay(pf) = 0,

and /?' traverses at leastthreeactors. Thus, Delay{p')< delay((x,y)) andp' * (x,y), andwe

conclude that (x,y) is redundant in *¥(R, G). QED.

As a consequence of Lemma 1,theestimated throughput of a givensynchronization graph

is always less than or equalto that of every synchronization graphthat it preserves.

Theorem 2: If G is a synchronization graph, and G' is a synchronization graph that preserves

G,teTiXmax(G')>Xmax{G).

Proof: Suppose thatC is a critical cycle in G. Lemma 1guarantees thatthere is a cycle C' in G'

such thata) Delay(C) < Delay (C), and b)thesetofactors thataretraversed by C is a subset of

the set of actors traversed by C. Now clearly, b) implies that

X *(v)> J t(v), (4)
v is traversed by C v is traversed by C

and this observation togetherwith a) implies that the cyclemean of C is greater than or equal to

thecycle mean of C. Since C is a critical cycle in G, it follows that \max(G') > hmax(G). QED.

Thus, in any savingin synchronization costobtained by rearranging synchronization

edges maycomeat the expense of a decrease in estimated throughput. As implied by Definition 1,

we avoid this complication by restricting ourattention to feedforward synchronization edges.

Clearly, resynchronization that rearranges only feedforward synchronization edgescannot

decrease the estimated throughput since no new cycles are introduced and no existing cycles are

altered. Thus, with the form of resynchronization that we address in this paper, any decrease in

synchronization cost that we obtain is not diminishedby a degradation of the estimated through

put.
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8. Relationship to set covering

We refer to the problem offinding a resynchronization with the fewest number of ele

ments as the resynchronization problem. In [6], we formally show that the resynchronization

problem is NP-hard; in this section, we explain the intuition behind this result. To establish the

NP-hardness ofthe resynchronizationproblem,we examinea special case that occurs when there

are exactly two SCCs, whichwe call the pairwiseresynchronization problem, andwe derivea

polynomial-time reduction from the classic set coveringproblem [12], a well-known NP-hard

problem, to the pairwiseresynchronization problem. In the set coveringproblem,one is given a

finite set X and a family T of subsets of X, and askedto find a minimal (fewest number ofmem

bers) subfamily T. £ T such that KJ t = X. A subfamily of T is said to coverX if each mem-
re 7,

ber ofX is contained in some member of the subfamily. Thus, the set covering problem is the

problem offinding a minimal cover.

Definition 2: Given a synchronization graph G, let (xv x2) bea synchronization edge in G,

and let (yvy2) beanordered pair ofactors in G. We say that (yvy2) subsumes (xvx2) in G if

P(^i^i) + P(V2» xi) * delay((xv x2)).

Thus, every synchronization edge subsumes itself, andintuitively, if {xv x2) is a synchro

nization edge, then (yvy2) subsumes (xj,^) if and only if a zero-delay synchronization edge

directed from y1 to y2 makes (x1? x2) redundant.

The following fact is easily verified from Definitions 1 and 2.

Fact 1: Supposethat G is a synchronization graph that contains exactly two SCCs, F is the set

of feedforward edgesin G, and F* is a resynchronization of G. Thenfor each e e F, there exists

e' e F' such that (src(ef), snk(e')) subsumes e in G.

An intuitivecorrespondence between the pairwise resynchronization problem and the set

covering problem can be derived from Fact 1. Supposethat G is a synchronizationgraph with

exactly two SCCs Cx and C2 such thateach feedforward edge is directed from a member of Cx
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to amember of C2. We start by viewing thesetF of feedforward edges in G as the finite setthat

we wishto cover, and with each member p of {(x, y) |(x e Cv y e C2)}, we associate the subset

of F defined by %(p) = {ee F\(p subsumes e)}. Thus, %(p)ls me setof feedforward edges of

G whose corresponding synchronizations can be eliminated ifwe implementa zero-delay syn

chronization edgedirected from the first vertexofthe ordered pair p to the second vertex of/?.

Clearly then, {e/, e2,..., en'} isaresynchronization ifand only ifeach e e F is contained in at

least one %((src(e{), snk(e{))) —that is, ifand only if {x((src(ei,\ snk(e/)))\ 1<i<«}

covers F. Thus, solvingthe pairwise resynchronization problem for G is equivalent to finding a

minimal cover for F given the family of subsets {%(x, y) |(x € Cv y € C2)}.

Figure3 helps to illustrate this intuition. Supposethat we aregiven the set

X = {xx,x2, x3, x4} , and the family of subsets T = {tv t2, t3}, where tx = {xv x3},

t2 = {xv x2}, and t3 = {x2, x4}. To construct an instance of thepairwise resynchronization

problem, we first create two vertices and an edge directed between thesevertices^ each mem

ber of X; we label each of the edges created in this stepwith the corresponding member of X.

Then for each / € T, we create two vertices vsrc(t) and vsnk(t). Next, for each relation xf € tj

(there are six such relations in thisexample), we create two delayless edges — onedirected from

the source ofthe edge corresponding to x,.to vsrc(tj), and another directed from vsnk(tj) to the

sink of the edge corresponding to x,-. Thislast step has the effectof making each pair

(vsrc(tf), vsnk(tj)) subsume exactly those edges that correspond to members of tt; in other

words, after this construction, xUvsrcitj), vsnk(tj))) = /,-, for each i. Finally, for each edge cre

ated in the previous step, we create a corresponding feedback edge oriented in the opposite direc

tion, and having a unit delay.

Figure 3(a) shows the synchronization graph that results from this construction process.

Here, it is assumed that eachvertex corresponds to a separate processor; the associatedunit delay,

self loop edges arenot shown to avoid excessive clutter. Observe that the graph contains two

SCCs — ({ src(x,)} u { vsrc (tt)}) and ({ snk(xt)}u { vsnk( tf)}) — and thatthe setof feedfor

ward edges is the set of edges that correspond to members ofX. Now, recall that a major corre-
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spondencebetween the given instance of set coveringandthe instance ofpairwise

resynchronization defined by Figure 3(a) is that %((vsrcit^, vsnk(tf))) = tt, for each i. Thus, if

we can find a minimal resynchronization ofFigure 3(a) suchthat eachedgein this resynchroniza

tionis directed from some vsrc(tk) to thecorresponding vsnk(tk), thenthe associated tk's form a

minimum cover of X. For example, it is easy, albeit tedious, to verify that the resynchronization

illustrated in Figure 3(b), {dQ(vsrc(tx), vsnkitj), dQ(vsrc(t3), vsnk(t3))}, is a rninimal resyn

chronization of Figure 3(a), and from this, we can conclude that {tv t3} is aminimal cover for

X. From inspection of the given sets X and T, it is easily verified that this conclusion is correct.

This example illustrates how an instance of pairwiseresynchronization can be constructed

(a)

vsrc(t.|) vsrc(t2) vsrc(t3)

(b)

Figure 3. (a) An instance of the pairwise resynchronization problem that is derived from an
instance of the set covering problem; (b) the DFG that results from a solution to this instance
of pairwise resynchronization.
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(in polynomial time) from an instance ofset covering, and how asolution tothis instance ofpair-

wise resynchronization can easily be converted into asolution of the setcovering instance. Our

formal proof of the NP-hardness of pairwise resynchronization, presented in [6], is ageneraliza

tion ofthe example in Figure 3.

9. Heuristic solutions

9.1 Applying set covering techniques to pairs of SCCs

A heuristic framework for thepairwise resynchronization problem emerges naturally from

the relationship that wehave established between set covering and pairwise resynchronization in

Section 8. Given an arbitrary algorithm COVER that solves the setcovering problem, and given

an instance of pairwise resynchronization that consists of two SCCs Cj and C2, and asetS of

feedforward synchronization edges directed from members of Cj tomembers of C2, this heuristic

framework first computes the subset

X{(u, v))={ee S\(pG(src(e), u) =0) and(pG(v, snk(e)) =0)}

for each ordered pair of actors (u, v) thatis contained in the set

Ts {(«', v') |(w' is in Cj and v' is in C2)},

and then applies the algorithm COVER to the instance of set covering defined by the setS

together with the family of subsets {x(("'»v'))|(("'>v')e T)}.JfE denotes thesolution returned

by COVER, then aresynchronization for the given instance of pairwise resynchronization can be

derived by {d0(u, v)|x((w, v)) e S}. This resynchronization is the solution returned by the heuris

tic framework.

From the correspondence between setcovering and pairwise resynchronization thatis out

lined in Section 8, it follows thatthe quality of aresynchronization obtained by ourheuristic

framework is determined entirely by the quality ofthe solution computed by the set covering

algorithm thatis employed; thatis, if the solution computed by COVER is X%worse (X% more

subfamilies) than an optimal set covering solution, then the resulting resynchronization will be

X%worse (X% more synchronization edges) than an optimal resynchronization ofthe given
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instance of pairwise resynchronization.

The application ofourheuristic framework for pairwise resynchronization to each pair of

SCCs, in some arbitrary order, in a general synchronization graph yields a heuristic framework

forthe general resynchronization problem (a pseudocode specification ofthis approach canbe

found in [7]). However, amajorlimitation of this extension to general synchronization graphs

arises from its inability to considerresynchronization opportunities that involve pathsthat

traverse more than two SCCs, and paths thatcontain morethan one feedforward synchronization

edge.

Thus, in general, the quality ofthe solutions obtained by this approach will be worse than

the quality ofthe solutions thatare derived by the particular set covering heuristic thatis

employed, androughly, this discrepancy canbe expected to increase asthe numberof SCCs

increases relativeto the number of synchronization edgesin the original synchronization graph.

Forexample, Figure 4 showsthe synchronization graph thatresults from a six-processor

schedule of a synthesizer for plucked-string musical instruments in 11 voicesbased on the Kar-

plus-Strong technique. Here, exc represents the excitation input, each v{ represents the computa

tion for the i th voice, and the actorsmarked with "+" signs specify adders. Execution time

estimates for the actorsareshown in the table atthe bottom ofthe figure. In this example, the only

pair of distinct SCCs thathavemorethan onesynchronization edgebetweenthem is the pair con

sisting of the SCC containing {exc, Vj} and the SCC containing v2, v3, five addition actors, and

the actorlabeled out. Thus, the best result that canbe derived from the heuristic extension for gen

eral synchronization graphs described above is aresynchronization thatoptimally rearranges the

synchronization edges between these two SCCs in isolation, and leaves all other synchronization

edgesunchanged. Such a resynchronization is illustrated in Figure 5. This synchronization graph

hasa total ofnine synchronization edges, whichis only oneless thanthe numberof synchroniza

tion edgesin the original graph. In contrast, we will showin the following subsection thatwith a

more flexible approach to resynchronization, the total synchronization cost ofthis example canbe

reduced to only five synchronization edges.
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actor execution time

exc 32

Vi.Va.-.-.Vn 51

out 16

+ 04

Figure 4. The synchronization graph that results from a six processor schedule of
a music synthesizer based on the Karplus-Strong technique.

Figure 5. The synchronization graph that results from applying the heuristic frame
work based on pairwise resynchronization to the example of Figure 4.
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9.2 A more flexible approach

In this subsection, we present amore global approach to resynchronization, called Algo

rithm Global-resynchronize, whichovercomes the major limitation ofthe pairwise approach dis

cussedin Section 9.1.Algorithm Global-resynchronize is based on the simple greedy

approximation algorithm for set covering that repeatedly selects a subset thatcovers the largest

number of remaining elements, where aremaining element is an element that is notcontained in

anyofthe subsets thathavealready beenselected. In [18,25] it is shown thatthis setcovering

technique is guaranteed tocompute asolution whose cardinality isnogreater than (ln(|A|) +1)

times that ofthe optimal solution, where X is the set that is to be covered.

To adapt this setcovering technique to resynchronization, we construct an instance of set

covering by choosing the setX, the setofelements tobe covered, to be the setof feedforward

synchronizationedges, and choosing the family of subsets to be

7,= {X(vi,v2)|((v1,v2e F)and(pG(v2,Vl) =oo))}, (5)

where G = (V,E) is the input synchronization graph. The constraint Pg(v2, vi) - °° m (5)

ensures that inserting theresynchronization edge (vv v2) does notintroduce acycle, and thus that

it does not introduce deadlock or reduce the estimated throughput.

Algorithm Global-resynchronize determines the family of subsets specified by (5),

chooses amember ofthis family that has maximum cardinality, inserts the corresponding delay-

less resynchronization edge, removes all synchronization edges that it subsumes, and updates the

values prj(x,,y) for the new synchronization graph that results. This entire process isthen

repeated onthenewsynchronization graph, and it continues until it arrives ata synchronization

graph for which the computation defined by (5) produces theempty set— that is, the algorithm

terminates whennomore resynchronization edges can be added. Figure 6 gives a pseudocode

specification of thisalgorithm (with some straightforward modifications to improve therunning

time).

Clearly, each time a delayless resynchronization edge is added to asynchronization graph,
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the number ofordered vertex pairs (x,y) that satisfy pG(*>.y) = 0 is increased by at leastone.

Thus, thenumber of iterations ofthewhile loop inFigure 6 is bounded above by |V\ . The com

plexity ofone iteration ofthewhile loop isdominated by thecomputation inthepair ofnested for

loops. The computation ofone iteration oftheinner for loop is dominated bythetime required to

compute %(x>y) f°r a specific actor pair (x,y). Assuming Pcj(x',#y/) is available forall

function Global-resynchronize
input: a synchronization graph G = (V,E)
output: an alternative synchronization graph that preserves G.

compute pG(x,v) for all actor pairs x,ye V

complete = FALSE
while not {complete)

best = NULL, M= 0

forxe V

for ye V
K(pG(ytx) = oo)

x* = x((*>y))
if (|X*| >M)

M = lx*l
best = (x,y)

end if

end if

end for

end for

if (best = NULL)

complete = TRUE
else

E = E-x(best) + {d0(best)}

G = (V,E)

for x,y e V r update pG */

Pnew(x>y) = rnin({pG(x,y),pG(xtsrc(best))-k-oG(snk(best)3y)})
end for

PG = Pnew
end if

end while

return G

end function

Figure 6. A heuristic for resynchronization.
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x\y' e V, thetimeto compute X(x,.y) is 0(sc), where sc is thenumber of feedforward syn

chronization edgesin the current synchronization graph. Since the number of feedforward syn

chronization edges never increases from one iteration of thewhile loop to thenext, it follows that

the time-complexity ofthe overall algorithm is 0(s\V\4), where s is the number offeedforward

synchronization edges in theinput synchronization graph. In practice, however, thenumber of

resynchronization steps (while loop iterations) isusually much lower than |V\ since the con

straints on the introduction ofcycles severely limitthe number of resynchronization steps. Thus,

our 0(s\V\ ) bound can be viewed as a very conservative estimate.

9.3 Example

Figure 7 shows theoptimized synchronization graph that is obtained when Algorithm Glo-

Figure 7. The optimized synchronization graph that is obtained when Algorithm
Global-resynchronize is applied to the example of the Figure 4.

bal-resynchronize is applied to theexample of the Figure 4. Observe that the total number of syn

chronization edges has been reduced from 10 to 5. Thetotal number of"resynchronization steps"

(number ofwhile-loop iterations) required bythe heuristic tocomplete this resynchronization is7.

Table 1shows therelative throughput improvement delivered by theoptimized synchroni

zation graph ofFigure 7 overthe original synchronization graph asthe shared memory access
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time varies from 1to 10processor clockcycles. The assumed synchronization protocol is FFS,

andthe back-offtime for each simulation is obtained by the experimental procedure mentionedin

Section4.2. The second and fourth columns show the average iteration period for the original

synchronization graph and theresynchronized graph, respectively. The average iteration period,

which is thereciprocal ofthe average throughput, is theaverage number oftimeunits required to

execute aniteration ofthe synchronization graph. From the sixth column, we see thatthe resyn

chronized graph consistently attains athroughput improvement of 22% to 26%. This improve

ment includesthe effect ofreduced overhead form maintaining synchronization variables and

reduced contention for shared memory. The third and fifth columns ofTable 1 showthe average

number of shared memory accesses per iteration of the synchronization graph. Here we seethat

theresynchronized solution consistently obtains atleast a30% improvement over the original

synchronization graph. Since accesses to shared memory typically require significant amounts of

energy, particularly for amultiprocessor system that is not integrated on a single chip, this reduc-

Memory
access time

Original graph Resynchronized graph Percentage
decrease in

iter, periodIter, period
Memory

accesses/pd
Iter, period

Memory
accesses/pd

1 250 67 195 43 22%

2 292 66 216 43 26%

3 335 64 249 43 26%

4 368 63 273 40 26%

5 408 63 318 43 22%

6 459 63 350 43 24%

7 496 63 385 43 22%

8 540 63 420 43 22%

9 584 63 455 43 22%

10 655 65 496 43 24%

Table 1. Performance comparison between the resynchronized solution and the
original synchronization graph forthe example of Figure4.
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tion in the average rate ofshared memoryaccessesis especiallyuseful when low power consump

tion is an important implementation issue.

10. Efficient, optimal resynchronization for a class of synchronization
graphs

In this section, we showthat although optimal resynchronization is intractable for general

synchronization graphs, a broad class of synchronization graphs exists for which optimal resyn-

chronizations can be computed using an efficient polynominal-time algorithm.

10.1 Chainable synchronization graph SCCs

Definition 3: Suppose that C is an SCC in a synchronization graph G, and x is an actorin C.

Then x is an input hub of C if for eachfeedforward synchronization edge e in G whose sink

actor is in C, wehave pc(x,snk(e)) = 0. Similarly, x is anoutput hub of C if foreach feed

forward synchronization edge e in G whose source actor is in C, we have pc(src(e), x) = 0.

Wesay that C is linkable ifthere exist actorsx,y in C suchthat x is an input hub,y is an output

hub, and pc(x,y) = 0. Asynchronization graph ischainable if each SCC is linkable.

For example, considerthe SCCin Figure8(a),and assume that the dashededges represent

thesynchronization edges thatconnect thisSCC with other SCCs. ThisSCC hasexactly oneinput

hub, actor A, and exactly one outputhub, actorF, andsince p(A,F) = 0, it follows that the

> (a) > (b) (c)

Figure 8. An illustration of input and output hubs for synchronization graph SCCs.
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SCC is linkable. However, ifwe remove the edge (C,F), thenthe resulting graph(shown in Fig

ure8(b)) is notlinkable since it does not have anoutput hub. Aclass of linkable SCCs thatoccur

commonly in practical synchronization graphs are those SCCs that corresponds to only one pro

cessor, such astheSCC shown inFigure 8(c). In such cases, thefirst actor executed ontheproces

soris always aninput hub and thelastactor executed is always anoutput hub.

In the remainder of this section, weassume thatforeachlinkable SCC, an inputhubx and

output hub y are selected such that p(x,,y) = 0, and these actors are referred to astheselected

inputhuband the selected output hubofthe associated SCC. Which input hub and output hub

are chosen as the "selected" ones makes no difference to our discussion ofthe techniques in this

sectionas long they are selectedso that p(x,y) = 0.

An important property oflinkable synchronization graphs is that if Cl and C2 are distinct

linkable SCCs, then allsynchronization edges directed from Cx to C2 aresubsumed bythesingle

ordered pair (/lf l2), where lx denotes the selected output hub of Cx and l2 denotes the selected

input hub of C2. Furthermore, ifthere exists a path between two SCCs Cx\ C2 ofthe form

((<>!, y* (°2» '*3)» •••» (°»-1» '„)), where ox is the selected output hub of Cx , i„ isthe selected

input hub ofC2, and there exist distinct SCCs Zlt Z2,..., Zn_2 £ {Cx\ C2} such that for

k = 2,3,..., (n - 1), ihok are respectively the selected input hub and the selected output hub of

Zk_x, then all synchronization edges between C{ and C2 are redundant.

From these properties, anoptimal resynchronization for achainable synchronization graph

can be constructed efficiently by computing a topological sort of the SCCs, instantiating a zero

delay synchronization edge from the selected output hub ofthe ith SCC inthetopological sort to

the selected input hub ofthe (i + 1)th SCC, for / = 1,2,...,(«- 1), where n is thetotal number

of SCCs, and thenremoving allof the redundant synchronization edges that result. For example,

if this algorithm is applied to thechainable synchronization graph ofFigure 9(a), then thesyn

chronization graph ofFigure 9(b) isobtained, and the number ofsynchronization edges isreduced

from 4 to 2.

This chaining technique can beviewed asa form ofpipelining, where each SCC inthe
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output synchronization graph corresponds to a pipeline stage. Pipelining hasbeenused exten

sively to increase throughput viaimproved parallelism ("temporal parallelism") in multiprocessor

DSP implementations (see for example, [2,16,27]). However, in ourapplication of pipelining,

the load ofeachprocessor is unchanged, andtheestimated throughput is not affected (since no

new cyclic paths areintroduced), and thus, thebenefit to theoverall throughput of ourchaining

technique arises chiefly from the optimal reduction of synchronization overhead.

Thetime-complexity of ouroptimal algorithm for resychronizing chainable synchroniza-

tion graphs is 0(v ), where v is the number of synchronization graph actors.

10.2 Comparison to the Global-Resynchronize heuristic

It is easily verified thattheoriginal synchronization graph forthemusic synthesis example

of Section 9.2, shown in Figure 4, is chainable. Thus, the chaining technique presented in Section

10.1 is guaranteed to produce anoptimal resynchronization for thisexample, and since no feed

back synchronization edges arepresent, thenumber of synchronization edges in theresynchro

nized solution is guaranteed to be equal to oneless than the number of SCCs in the original

synchronization graph; that is, the optimized synchronization graph contains 6-1 = 5 synchro

nization edges. From Figure 7, we seethatthisis precisely thenumber of synchronization edges

(a) (b)

Figure 9. An illustration of an algorithm for optimal resynchronization of chainable syn
chronization graphs. The dashed edges are synchronization edges.
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in the synchronization graph that results from our implementation of Algorithm Global-resyn

chronize.

However, AlgorithmGlobal-resynchronize does not always produce optimal results for

chainable synchronization graphs. For example, consider the synchronization graphshown in Fig

ure 10(a), whichcorresponds to an eight-processor schedule in which each ofthe following sub

setsof actorsare assigned to a separate processor — {/}, {J}, {G, K}, {C, H}, {D}, {£, L],

{A,F), and {B}. The dashededgesare synchronization edges, and the remainingedgesconnect

actors that are assigned to the same processor. Thetotal number of synchronization edges is 14.

Now it is easily verified that actor K is both an inputhuband an outputhub for the SCC

{C, G,H,J, K}, and similarly, actorL is bothan inputand outputhub for the SCC

{A,DtE,F,L}. Thus, we seethat the overall synchronization graph is chainable. It is easily ver

ified that the chaining technique developed in Section 10.1 uniquely yields the optimal resynchro

nization illustrated in Figure 10(b), which contains only 11 synchronization edges.

In contrast, the quality of the resynchronization obtained forFigure10(a) byAlgorithm

Global-resynchronize depends ontheorder inwhich theactors aretraversed byeach of thetwo

nested for loops inFigure 6.Forexample, if both loops traverse theactors in alphabetical order,

then Global-resynchronize obtains the sub-optimal solution shown inFigure 10(c), which con

tains 12 synchronization edges.

However, actortraversal orders exist forwhich Global-resynchronize achieves optimal

resynchronizations ofFigure 10(a). One such ordering isK, D,C,B,E,F, G, H,I,J,L,A; ifboth

for loops traverse theactors inthis order, then Global-resynchronize yields the same resynchro

nized graph that iscomputed uniquely by the chaining technique ofSection 10.1 (Figure 10(b)). It

is anopen question whether ornotgiven an arbitrary chainable synchronization graph, actor tra

versal orders always exist with which Global-resynchronize arrives atoptimal resynchronizations.

Furthermore, even if such traversal orders arealways guaranteed to exist, it is doubtful that they

can, in general, be computed efficiently.

In addition to guaranteed optimality, another important advantage of thechaining tech-
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2
nique for chainable synchronization graphs isits relatively low time-complexity (G(v ) versus

0(sv4) for Global-resynchronize), where v is the number ofsynchronization graph actors, and s

is thenumber of feedforward synchronization edges. The primary disadvantage is,of course, its

restricted applicability. Auseful direction for further investigation isthe integration of the chain

ing technique with algorithm Global-resynchronize for general (not necessarily chainable) syn

chronization graphs.

10.3 A generalization of the chaining technique

Thechaining technique developed in Section 10.1 can begeneralized to optimally resyn-

chronize a somewhat broader class of synchronization graphs. This class consists of all synchroni

zation graphs for which each source SCC has an output hub (but not necessarily an input hub),

each sink SCC has an input hub (but not necessarily an output hub), and each internal SCC is link

able. In this case, the internal SCCs are pipelined as in the previous algorithm, and then for each

source SCC, a synchronization edge is inserted from one of its output hubs to the selected input

hub ofthe first SCC in the pipeline of internal SCCs, and for each sink SCC, a synchronization

edge is inserted to one of its input hubs from the selected output hub of thelast SCC inthepipe

line ofinternal SCCs. If thereare no internal SCCs, thenthe sink SCCsarepipelined by selecting

one input hub from each SCC, and joining these input hubs with achain of synchronization edges.

Then asynchronization edge is inserted from an output hub of each source SCC toan input hub of

the first SCC in the chain of sink SCCs.

11. Conclusions

This paper develops a post-optimization called resynchronization for self-timed, embed

ded multiprocessor implementations. The goal of resynchronization is to introduce new synchro

nizations in such away that the number of additional synchronizations that become redundant

exceeds thenumber of newsynchronizations that are added, and thus thenetsynchronization cost

is reduced.

We show that optimal resynchronization is intractable by deriving areduction from the
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classic set covering problem. However, we define a broad class of systems for which optimal

resynchronization canbe performed in polynomial time. We also presenta heuristicalgorithm for

resynchronization ofgeneral systems that emergesnaturally from the correspondence to set cov

ering. We illustrate the performance ofourimplementation ofthis heuristic on a multiprocessor

(a)
C*;i$

€*>

€$;?$'
(b)

<p

0*;^ --«so>

(c)

€»>
Figure 10. A chainable synchronization graph for which Global-resynchronize fails to produce
an optimal solution.
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schedule for amusic synthesis system. The results demonstrate that the heuristic can efficiently

reduce synchronization overhead and improve throughput.

Several useful directions for further work emerge from our study. These include investi

gating whether efficient techniques can be developed that consider resynchronization opportuni

ties within strongly connected components, rather than just across feedforward edges. There may

also be considerable room for improvement over our proposed heuristic, which is a straightfor

ward adaptation of an existing set covering algorithm. In particular, itwould beuseful toexplore

ways tobest integrate the proposed heuristic for general synchronization graphs with the optimal

chaining method for arestricted class of graphs, and itmay beinteresting to search for properties

of practical synchronization graphs that could beexploited inaddition tothecorrespondence with

setcovering. The extension of Sakar's concept of counting semaphores [34] to self-timed, itera

tive execution, and the incorporation ofextended counting semaphores withinourresynchroniza

tion framework are also interesting directions for further work.
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13. Glossary
•WMMIIir""11" • llllllllllllillllilllllliHl

|5|: The number of members in the finite set S.

p(x,y): Same as pG with the DFG G understood from context.

pQ(x,y): If there is no path in G from x toy, then Pa(x,y) = «>; otherwise,
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delay(e):

Delayip):

d„(utv):

X(P)-

((Pl>P2>—Pk)):

critical cycle:

cycle mean:

estimated throughput:

FBS:

feedback edge:

feedforward edge:

FFS:

maximum cycle mean:

pG(x,y) = Delay(p),where p is any minimum-delay path from x toy.

The delay on a DFG edge e.

The sum ofthe edge delays over all edges in the path p.

An edge whosesource and sinkvertices are u and v, respectively, and
whose delay is equal to n.

The maximum cycle mean ofa DFG.

The setof synchronization edges that are subsumed by theordered pair of
actors p.

The concatenation ofthe paths P\,Pi>.. .,pk.

A simple cyclein aDFG whose cyclemean is equal to the maximum cycle
mean ofthe DFG.

The cyclemean of acycle C in aDFG is equal to T/D, where T is the
sum ofthe execution times ofallvertices traversed by C, and D is the sum
ofdelays of all edges in C.

Given a DFG with execution time estimates for the actors, the estimated
throughput is the reciprocal of the maximum cycle mean.

Feedback synchronization. A synchronization protocol thatmay be used
for feedback edges in a synchronization graph.

An edge that is contained in at least one cycle.

An edge that is not contained in a cycle.

Feedforward synchronization. A synchronization protocol that maybeused
for feedforward edges in a synchronization graph.

Given a DFG, the maximum cycle mean is the largest cycle mean over all
cycles in the DFG.

resynchronization edge:
Given a synchronization graph G and aresynchronization R, a resynchro
nization edge of R is any member of R that is not contained in G.

If G is a synchronization graph and R is a resynchronization of G, then
¥CR, G) denotes the graph thatresults from the resynchronization R.

Strongly connected component.

An edgewhose source and sink vertices are identical.

V&G):

SCC:

selfloop:
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subsumes: Givena synchronization edge (xv x2) and an ordered pair of actors
OVJ^). (Vi»^2) subsumes (xvx2) if
P(*i»^i) + P(V2» *2> * *%((»it *2» •

r(v): The execution time or estimated execution time ofactor v.
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